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From: Gosia and Les Kossakowski
651 Moraga Rd. Apt 11
MORAGA CA 94556
ph 925 247 0894
Dear Moraga Planning Commissioners,
We are writing to you regarding MCSP.
We are very concerned about driving out of Moraga in emergency.
There is MCSP and more other housing planned. The roads are serving to capacity
with current amount of residents. Many Bay Area drive through Moraga for commute.
The climate changed a lot after the work on MCSP started. There is also more housing
planned besides MCSP. Adding thousand of residents will add thousands of cars.
There are more and more fires in California and a third of a year is a fire season (July through October).
Having many housing units clustered in the MCSP area will be really unbearable for Moraga residents.
Perhaps the land buying was based on the speculation that there will be a highway connected to Moraga,
but that did not happen. People make money on their investments or they loose money on their investments all the
time.
The rationale of the Moraga government seems to be that landowners who want to build on their properties have to
squeeze
the maximum of profits at the expense of our community. Please take a look at this project with fresh eyes,
please think of the Moraga community and our semi-rural character. Please consider the emergency movement in
and out of Moraga
and help people be free to make decisions to shelter in Moraga or leave Moraga if they wish.
With the climate changing at a rapid pace, we might have to reconsider implementing MCSP as it is.
Would anyone care that we cringe every time we pass the development next to fire station on Moraga Way, the
Willowbrook homes,
houses next to storage at Rheem? Please use your Planning Commission powers to stop monster homes in Moraga,
especially in small,
infill areas.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,
Gosia and Les Kossakowski

